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Arte dal Mondo is fruit of the passion for art and 
craftsmanship shared by two life partners, Paolo and Edgar.  
The two founders, who have always been united by their 
passion for seeking home decor objects all over the world, in 
2004 transformed their hobby into an structured company, 
offering home decor products featuring strong elements of 
design and artisan craftsmanship.

The company designs, creates and distributes objects 
that decorate, embellish or add value to a variety of 
environments such as homes, workplaces, recreational 
spaces and others.

In 2009, the new ADM brand was created, underlining the 
fact that from that moment on, many of the products 
offered would be created based on our own designs.

Something about us
One of the main company objectives is 
the continuous expansion of the range of 
items offered, so matching its supply to the 
current market trends and always offering 
our clients decorating solutions to meet 
the widest variety of requirements.

Our products varies between different 
categories: wall decorations, sculptures 
and objects, lighting, small designer 
furniture. The style of the products varies 
from classic to modern / design.
However, what unites our entire proposal is 
the strong component of craftsmanship of 
the works.



History is a gallery of 
paintings where there 
are few originals and 
many copies
Alexis de Tocqueville

PRINTS ON GALLERY WRAP
WALL DECORATION



Features:
ADM design’s gallery wrap canvas paintings are fruit of the 
all-Italian quest to create objects suitable for decorating 
contemporary and trendy environments with taste, colour 
and imagination.

Designed by selected artists, they are then created in small 
series by a team of skilled painters who add artisan prestige 
to the works. All the works are hand painted on canvas 
using acrylic paint that makes it possible to highlight the 
colours and confer 3D characteristics to the surfaces of the 
paintings. Many of the works are embellished by the use of 
various decorative materials such as metal, wood, glass, 
paper, resin, glitter among others. Ready-mounted on 
wooden frames, on which the painted canvas also covers 
the edges, they are ready to be hung without needing a 
frame.

This type of solution is becoming more and more popular 
in contemporary design. Every sculpture comes with a 
certificate of craftsmanship.

Abstract painting, hand 
painted on canvas with 
embossed decorations 
and assembled on deep 
gallery wrap
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WF055X1
Tiger in the Jungle

Modern print on canvas 
with handmade details and 
decorations in relief

Dimensions: 
80 x 80 x 3,5 cm

WF054X1
Leopard in the Jungle

Modern print on canvas 
with handmade details and 
decorations in relief

Dimensions: 
80 x 80 x 3,5 cm

WF057X1
Tiger Pop Art

Modern print on canvas 
with handmade details and 
decorations in relief

Dimensions: 
70 x 50 x 3,5 cm

WF056X1
Orangutan Pop Art

Modern print on canvas 
with handmade details 
and decorations in relief

Dimensions: 
70 x 50 x 3,5 cm



The images are representative of the 
product which could present slight 
variations in color or shape due to 
craftsmanship.
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WF058X1
Lion Pop Art

Modern print on canvas 
with handmade details 
and decorations in relief

Dimensions: 
70 x 50 x 3,5 cm
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WF061TX1
Abstract multicolor 
wave tris

Abstract painting, hand 
painted on canvas and 
assembled on deep gallery 
wrap

Dimensions: 
80 x 120 x 3,5 cm

WF062TX1
Abstract multicolor 
tris

Abstract painting, hand 
painted on canvas and 
assembled on deep gallery 
wrap

Dimensions: 
80 x 120 x 3,5 cm

WF060X1
Abstract rock graffiti

Abstract painting, hand 
painted on canvas and 
assembled on deep gallery 
wrap

Dimensions: 
100 x 100 x 3,5 cm

WF059X1
Abstract multicolor

Abstract painting, hand 
painted on canvas and 
assembled on deep gallery 
wrap

Dimensions: 
100 x 100 x 3,5 cm
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WF063TX1
White peonies

Modern floral painting, 
hand painted on canvas 
and assembled on gallery 
wrap

Dimensions: 
80 x 120 x 3,5 cm

WF064TX1
Abstract multicolor 
graffiti tris

Abstract painting, hand 
painted on canvas and 
assembled on deep gallery 
wrap

Dimensions: 
80 x 120 x 3,5 cm



PAINTINGS WITH SCULPTURE
WALL DECORATION

First I dream 
my paintings, 
then I paint 
my dreams
Vincent van Gogh



Sculpture painting. 
Modern painting, 
by hand on canvas, 
accompanied by resin 
sculpture

ADM design’s gallery wrap canvas paintings with sculpture 
are fruit of the all-Italian quest to create objects suitable for 
decorating contemporary and trendy environments with 
taste, colour and imagination. Designed by selected artists, 
they are then created in small series by a team of skilled 
painters who add artisan prestige to the works.

All the works are hand painted on canvas using acrylic paint 
that makes it possible to highlight the colours and confer 
3D characteristics to the surfaces of the paintings. Many of 
the works are embellished by the use of various decorative 
materials such as metal, wood, glass, paper, resin, glitter 
among others. In this particular case they are enriched by 
the presence of one or more resin sculptures integrated 
into the pictorial subject.

Ready-mounted on wooden frames, on which the painted 
canvas also covers the edges, they are ready to be hung 
without needing a frame.This type of solution is becoming 
more and more popular in contemporary design.

Every sculpture comes with a certificate of craftsmanship.

Features:
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WS006X1
Diving in to gold

Sculpture painting. Modern 
painting, by hand on canvas, 
accompanied by resin 
sculpture

Dimensions: 
120 x 80 x 20 cm

WS007X1
Golden breaking

Sculpture painting. Modern 
painting, by hand on canvas, 
accompanied by resin 
sculpture

Dimensions: 
80 x 80 x 20 cm
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WS009X1
Dollars breaking

Sculpture painting. Modern 
painting, by hand on canvas, 
accompanied by resin 
sculpture

Dimensions: 
80 x 80 x 20 cm

WS008X1
Love tris

Sculpture painting. Modern 
painting, by hand on canvas, 
accompanied by resin 
sculpture

Dimensions: 
50 x 50 x 10 cm



PRINTS ON PANEL

The press is 
the artillery of 
freedom
Hans-Dietrich 
Genscher

PAINTINGS AND SCULPTURES



Print picture 
on hand-
decorated 
aluminum 
panel

Features:
ADM’s prints on deformed panel are the result of an all-
Italian research aimed at creating innovative products to
decorate the walls of contemporary environments with
taste and modernity.

This innovative wall decoration idea by our artists is based
on a subject created using digital techniques then printed
on a semi-transparent plastic material, decorated, and
deformed by hand to obtain a wavy and texturized glossy
effect before being assembled on a transparent plexiglass
panel.

The resulting artwork, very decorative being original and
trendy, cannot fail to attract the attention of visitors.

The prints is ready to be attached to the wall with ease
thanks to an integrated synthema that is not visible;
it comes with a certificate of craftsmanship.
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WP006X1
Love Pop Art

Painting print on acrylic 
panel shaped

Dimensions: 
55 x 55 x 0,4 cm

WP005X1
Blade Pop Art

Hand-decorated painting 
on acrylic panel shaped and 
richly decorated

Dimensions: 
40 x 70 x 0,4 cm

WM002X1
Money Never Sleeps

Painting, Pop Art wall décor 
sculpture on decorated 
aluminium sheet 

Dimensions: 
40 x 93 x 7 cm

WM001X1
Pirate Dollar

Painting, Pop Art wall décor 
sculpture on decorated 
aluminium sheet 

Dimensions: 
40 x 93 x 7 cm



The images are representative of the 
product which could present slight 
variations in color or shape due to 
craftsmanship.
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WP007X1
Dollar Pop Art

Painting print on acrylic 
panel shaped

Dimensions: 
70 x 50 x 0,4 cm
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WT001X1
Pirate Dollar

Pop Art table décor 
sculpture on decorated 
aluminium sheet

Dimensions: 
15 x 27 x 3 cm

WT002X1
Money Never Sleeps

Pop Art table décor 
sculpture on decorated 
aluminium sheet

Dimensions: 
15 x 27 x 3 cm



RESIN SCULPTURES

A good 
design 
object is 
forever
Van Day Truex

DESIGN OBJECTS



ADM resin’s sculptures are fruit of our quest to create 
perfect objects for decorating contemporary and trendy 
environments with taste, colour and imagination.

These are not mass-produced pieces with industrial 
machinery, but unique sculptures accompanied by a 
certificate of guaranteed craftsmanship.

When you purchase a modern ADM resin sculpture, you will 
have the opportunity to enjoy an exclusive, hand-crafted 
work of art, with the merits and imperfections of a unique 
piece, the result of manual workmanship.

Modern Low 

Poly design 

lacquered resin 

sculpture

Features:
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D3010MSBEG
Thinker

Figurative modern 
sculpture in satin-finished 
resin with chromium 
plated metal support

Dimensions: 
H37 x W11 x D11 cm

D2010WSBEG
Dreamer

Figurative modern 
sculpture in satin-finished 
resin with chromium 
plated metal support

Dimensions: 
H28 x W11 x D11 cm

C8640S
Expectation small

Figurative modern satin 
resin sculpture

Dimensions: 
H38 x W21 x D17 cm

C5037S
Awakening small

Figurative modern satin 
resin sculpture

Dimensions: 
H32 x W15 x D10 cm
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TT008
Labirio

Figurative modern resin 
sculpture decorated by 
hand with marble base

Dimensions: 
H33,5 x W44 x D20,5 cm

D5957EGPB
Cross flows

Abstract resin sculpture 
with marble base

Dimensions: 
H54 x W57 x D29 cm
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D3532PYST1
Banana

Pop Art sculpture in 
lacquered resin and satin 
resin decorated with studs

Dimensions: 
H44 x W38 x D32,5 cm

D1141PNST1
Cherry small

Lacquered resin Pop Art 
sculpture decorated 
with studs

Dimensions: 
H44 x W16 x D14 cm

D3020
Angry King Kong

Modern Low Poly design 
lacquered resin sculpture

Dimensions: 
H30 x W20 x D18 cm

D2812
Crossed Fingers

Figurative modern resin 
sculpture with metal effect

Dimensions: 
H28 x W12 x D11 cm
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D3634EREG
Pierced Heart

Modern Low Poly design resin 
sculpture with metal effect for 
hanging on the wall

Dimensions: 
H31 x W36 x D12 cm

D3618
Crasher can dollars

Pop Art sculpture in 
resin and water-transfer 
decorations

Dimensions: 
H36 x W18 x D17 cm



Life without 
happiness 
is a lamp 
without oil
Walter Scott 

SCULPTURE LAMPS
LIGHTING



ADM resin sculptures lamps are fruit of our quest to create 
perfect objects for decorating contemporary and trendy 
environments with taste, colour, and imagination. The 
majority of these objects are created in resin, a popular 
material in the production of home décor products.

To create a sculpture in resin the process is a completely 
artisan one. Then the sculpture is combined with an 
electrical circuit that transforms it into a lamp.

Each item is shipped in appropriate packaging 
accompanied by a certificate of craftsmanship.

Modern lamps 
made with metal 
effect resin 
sculpture and 
bulb holder

Features:
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SBL2830
Lamp ‘Sitting dog 
balloon small’

Table lamp Pop Art 
sculpture in resin with 
metal effect

Dimensions: 
H29 x W27 x D18 cm

SBL4650ER
Lamp ‘Sitting dog 
balloon’

Table lamp Pop Art 
sculpture in resin with 
metal effect

Dimensions: 
H46 x W31 x D50 cm

SNL2830
Led lamp ‘Sitting dog 
balloon small’

Bedside led lamp Pop Art 
sculpture in resin with metal 
effect

Dimensions: 
H28 x W23 x D32 cm

SNL2826
Led lamp ‘Dog balloon 
small’

Bedside led lamp Pop Art 
sculpture in resin with metal 
effect

Dimensions: 
H27 x W29 x D17 cm



The images are representative of the 
product which could present slight 
variations in color or shape due to 
craftsmanship.
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SBL3619ESG
Lamp ‘Deep union’

Table lamp figurative 
modern resin sculpture with 
metal effect with marble 
base

Dimensions: 
H36 x W19 x D18 cm
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SBL3632EA
Lamp ‘Low poly 
woman’s head’

Table lamp Low Poly 
sculpture in resin with 
metal effect

Dimensions: 
H36 x W32 x D25 cm

SBL3937EA
Lamp ‘Low poly 
man’s head’

Table lamp Low Poly 
sculpture in resin with 
metal effect

Dimensions: 
H39 x W37 x D29 cm
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SBL4130EG
Lamp ‘Orangutan’

Table lamp Pop Art 
sculpture in resin with 
metal effect

Dimensions: 
H38 x W27 x D25 cm

SBL4040EG
Lamp ‘Sitting French 
Bulldog’

Table lamp Pop Art 
sculpture in resin with 
metal effect

Dimensions: 
H40 x W23 x D41 cm
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SBL4815EG
Lamp ‘Low Poly 
panther’

Table lamp modern resin 
sculpture with metal effect 
with marble base

Dimensions: 
H35 x W50 x D15 cm

SBL3028EG
Lamp ‘Low Poly bear’

Table lamp modern resin 
sculpture with metal 
effect

Dimensions: 
H53 x W32 x D32 cm

SBL8060PB
Lamp ‘Sitting panther’

Ground lamp figurative 
modern lacquered resin 
sculpture

Dimensions: 
H78 x W60 x D25 cm

SBL4532EA
Lamp ‘Equilibrium’

Table lamp figurative modern 
resin sculpture with metal 
effect with marble base

Dimensions: 
H42 x W44 x D21 cm
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SBL6027MWG
Lamp ‘Parrot’

Table lamp Pop Art 
sculpture in resin

Dimensions: 
H60 x W27 x D20 cm

SBL5539MW
Lamp ‘Lion head’

Wall lamp Pop Art 
sculpture in resin

Dimensions: 
H56 x W39 x D37 cm



www.artedalmondo.it
VISIT OUR WEBSITE

For info contact us:

Phone:
+39.0331.365128

Email:
 info@artedalmondo.it


